
1928 – Born Philip Kindred 
Dick, along with twin sister 
Jane Kindred Dick, to Edgar 
Dick and Dorothy Kindred in 
Chicago, IL. Edgar slaugh-
tered pigs for a living, and 
Dorothy censored official 
government texts.

1929 – Jane dies on January 29

1932 – Edgar and Dorothy di-
vorce. Edgar moves to Reno, NV

1934 – Dick may have “written” 
first poem Song of Philip by dicta-
tion to his mother.

1938 – Publishes The Daily Dick, 
his first self published newspaper. 1940 –Writes Dead, a poem.

Begins reading science fiction

1942 – At the age of 14, his first 
short stories are published in 
the Berkeley Gazette

1943 – Writes his first novel, Return to Lilliput. 
Continues to publish more short stories in the 
Berkeley Gazette. Publishes The Truth, his second 
self published newspaper.

1944 – Is diagnosed with 
potential schizophrenia, and 
suffers from extreme vertigo, 
depression, agoraphobia and 
claustrophobia. Begins work-
ing at University Radio Shop 
and later Art Music. Continues 
to publish short stories in the 
Berkeley Gazette. 

1946 – Is diag-
nosed with tachy-
cardia, and be-
comes dependent 
on the prescribed 
medicine.

1947 – Continues working at the 
music shops, and also DJs at a 
radio station (KSMO) and works 
as an advertising copywriter .

1948 – Marries his first wife, Jeanette Marlin, 
in May. They divorced in November that year. 

1949 – Enrolls at the University 
of California in Berkeley to study 
German and philosophy, but drops 
out the same year. 

1950 – Marries second 
wife, Kleo Apostolides 
on June 14. 1951 – Sells his first short story, 

“Roog.” Between 1951 and 1958, Dick 
sells more than 80 short stories. 1953 – Dick writes at an alarming rate, and seven of his stories are 

published in one month. He quits his job at the music stores and 
devotes himself to writing. Writes “The Cosmic Puppets” under the 
original title “A Glass of Darkness.” Published in 1956 in a maga-
zine.Slightly expanded and published as a book in 1957.

1954 – Meets one of his Sci-
ence Fiction idols, A. E. Van 
Vogt, at an SF convention. 
Van Vogt convinces him that 
there’s more money in novels 
than in short stories. 

1958 – Dick and Apostolides divorce 

1955 – Publishes first novel, Solar Lottery with Ace 
Books. Between 1955 and 1970, Dick writes an average 
of two novels per year, and more than 100 short stories

1959 – Marries Anne Williams 
Rubinstein on April 1 1960 – Dick’s daughter, Laura Archer, is born on February 251961 – Writes The Man in the High 

Castle, which is published in 1962
1963 – Wins Hugo Award for The Man in the High Castle; 
devotes himself entirely to Science Fiction writing. Goes 
on to write twenty novels in only seven years. 1964 – Dick and Anne divorce

1966 – Dick marries Nancy Hackett on July 6; the couple move to San Raphael.  

1967 – Dick’s second daugh-
ter, Isolde (Isa) Freya is born 
on March 15. The family 
moves to Santa Venetia.

1968 – Dick begins taking methamphetamines 
in order to maintain his intense writing speed. 
This use would continue for much of his life.  

1970 – Hackett leaves Dick, taking daughter 
Isa with her. Writes Flow My Tears, the Po-
liceman Said, which was published in 1974. 

1972 – Hackett 
and Dick divorce.

1973 – Dick marries Leslie (Tessa) 
Busby on April 18. Son Christo-
pher Kenneth is born on July 25 
the same year. Writes A Scanner 
Darkly, which is published in 1977. 1974 – In February and March, Dick 

experiences a series of visions, includ-
ing a pink beam of light that transmits 
information directly into his subcon-
scious. He describes the visions:
“March 16, 1974: It appeared - in vivid 
fire, with shining colors and balanced 
patterns - and released me from every 
thrall, inner and outer.
“March 18, 1974: It, from inside me, 
looked out and saw the world did not 
compute, that I - and it - had been lied 
to. It denied the reality, and power, and 
authenticity of the world, saying, ‘This 
cannot exist; it cannot exist.’ 
“March 20, 1974: It seized me entirely, 
lifting me from the limitations of the 
space-time matrix; it mastered me as, 
at the same time, I knew that the world 
around me was cardboard, a fake. 
Through its power of perception I saw 
what really existed, and through its 
power of no-thought decision, I acted 
to free myself. It took on in battle, as a 
champion of all human spirits in thrall, 
every evil, every Iron Imprisoning thing.” 
These visions influence his writing for 
the rest of his career. He focuses on self-
examination and keeps an 8,000 page 
journal of his thoughts, known as his 
“Exegesis.”

1975 – Wins the John W. Campbell 
Jr. Award for Best Novel of 1974 for 
Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said 1978 – Busby and Dick divorce. Writes 

VALIS (originally titled To Scare the Dead), 
published in 1981.1980 – Writes The Divine 

Invasion (originally tiled VALIS 
Regained), published in 1981.

1981 – Writes The Transmigration of 
Timothy Archer (originally titled Bishop 
Timothy Archer), published in 1982.1982 – On February 18, is found uncon-

scious in his home after suffering a stroke. 
He is hospitalized, and suffers another 
stroke, after which his brain activity 
stops. Five days later, on March 2, he is 
disconnected from life support, and dies 
at the age of 53. 
     Bladerunner, based on Dick’s Do An-
droids Dream of Electric Sheep?, starring 
Harrison Ford and Daryl Hannah and 
directed by Ridley Scott is released.
     The Philip K. Dick Award, for dis-
tinguished science fiction published in 
paperback original form in the United 
States established.

1985 - Radio Free Albemuth, a fourth book 
in the VALIS series, is published posthumously
     A stage play based on Flow My Tears, the 
Policeman Said is performed by the Mabou 
Mines Theater in Boston and New York

1987 - A science fiction opera 
based on VALIS (written by MIT 
professor Tod Machover) premiers 
at the Pompidou Center in Paris.

1989 – Lawrence Sutin publishes Divine 
Invasions: A Life of Philip K. Dick, a biography 
of Dick’s life, which is ultimately accepted as 
the standard. 

1990 – 2011 – Seven of Dick’s novels 
and short stories are made into mov-
ies: Total Recall (1990, starring Arnold 
Schwarzenegger), The Truman Show 
(1998, starring Jim Carrey), Minority 
Report (2002, starring Tom Cruise), 
Paycheck (2003, starring Ben Affleck), 
A Scanner Darkly (2006, starring Keanu 
Reeves), Next (2007, starring Nicolas 
Cage), and The Adjustment Bureau (2011, 
starring Matt Damon). As of 2009, mov-
ies based on Dick’s writings have earned 
over $1 billion. 

1997 – A Blade Runner video 
game is released, using voices of 
the original cast, to celebrate its 
15 year anniversary.  

2005 – Dick is posthumously inducted as 
a member of Science Fiction Hall of Fame 
in Seattle Washington. Lev Grossman 
includes UBIK as one of the “All Time 100 
Novels” for Time Magazine.

2007 - Dick became the first 
science fiction writer to be 
canonized in the Library of 
American series

2010 – Director Ridley Scott announces 
he will produce a mini-series adaptation 
of The Man in the High Castle for BBC

2011 –  On November 8 Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt publishes Dick’s 
journal entries from the time of 
his 1974 visions, known as The 
Exegesis of Philip K. Dick. The work 
is edited by Jonathan Lethem and 
Pamela Jackson.
     HMH also publishes 39 of Dick’s 
backlist titles. 


